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Abstract

Beat tracking – i.e. deriving from a music audio signal a
sequence of beat instants that might correspond to
when a human listener would tap his foot – involves
satisfying two constraints. On the one hand, the
selected instants should generally correspond to mo-
ments in the audio where a beat is indicated, for
instance by the onset of a note played by one of the
instruments. On the other hand, the set of beats should
reflect a locally-constant inter-beat-interval, since it is
this regular spacing between beat times that defines
musical rhythm. These dual constraints map neatly
onto the two constraints optimized in dynamic pro-
gramming, the local match, and the transition cost. We
describe a beat tracking system which first estimates a
global tempo, uses this tempo to construct a transition
cost function, then uses dynamic programming to find
the best-scoring set of beat times that reflect the tempo
as well as corresponding to moments of high ‘onset
strength’ in a function derived from the audio. This
very simple and computationally efficient procedure is
shown to perform well on the MIREX-06 beat tracking
training data, achieving an average beat accuracy of
just under 60% on the development data. We also
examine the impact of the assumption of a fixed target
tempo, and show that the system is typically able to
track tempo changes in a range of +10% of the target
tempo.

1. Introduction

Researchers have been building and testing systems for
tracking beat times in music for several decades, ranging
from the ‘‘foot tapping’’ systems of Desain and Honing

(1999), which were driven by symbolically-encoded event
times, to the more recent audio-driven systems as
evaluated in the MIREX-06 Audio Beat Tracking
evaluation (McKinney & Moelants, 2006a); a more
complete overview is given in the lead paper in this
collection (McKinney et al., 2007).

Here, we describe a system that was part of the latter
evaluation, coming among the statistically-equivalent
top-performers of the five systems evaluated. Our system
casts beat tracking into a simple optimization framework
by defining an objective function that seeks to maximize
both the ‘‘onset strength’’ at every hypothesized beat
time (where the onset strength function is derived from
the music audio by some suitable mechanism), and the
consistency of the inter-onset-interval with some pre-
estimated constant tempo. (We note in passing that
human perception of beat instants tends to smooth out
inter-beat-intervals rather than adhering strictly to
maxima in onset strength (Dixon et al., 2006), but this
could be modelled as a subsequent, smoothing stage.)
Although the requirement of an a priori tempo is a
weakness, the reward is a particularly efficient beat-
tracking system that is guaranteed to find the set of beat
times that optimizes the objective function, thanks to its
ability to use the well-known dynamic programming
algorithm (Bellman, 1957).

The idea of using dynamic programming for beat
tracking was proposed by Laroche (2003), where an
onset function was compared to a predefined envelope
spanning multiple beats that incorporated expectations
concerning how a particular tempo is realized in terms of
strong and weak beats; dynamic programming efficiently
enforced continuity in both beat spacing and tempo.
Peeters (2007) developed this idea, again allowing for
tempo variation and matching of envelope patterns
against templates. By contrast, the current system
assumes a constant tempo which allows a much simpler
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formulation and realization, at the cost of a more limited
scope of application.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we introduce the key idea of formulating beat
tracking as the optimization of a recursively-calculable
cost function. Section 3 describes our implementation,
including details of how we derived our onset strength
function from the music audio waveform. Section 4
describes the results of applying this system to
MIREX-06 beat tracking evaluation data, for which
human tapping data was available, and in Section 5 we
discuss various aspects of this system, including issues of
varying tempo, and deciding whether or not any beat is
present.

2. The dynamic programming formulation of
beat tracking

Let us start by assuming that we have a constant target
tempo which is given in advance. The goal of a beat
tracker is to generate a sequence of beat times that
correspond both to perceived onsets in the audio signal
at the same time as constituting a regular, rhythmic
pattern in themselves. We can define a single objective
function that combines both of these goals:

C ftigð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

OðtiÞ þ a
XN
i¼2

Fðti � ti�1; tpÞ; ð1Þ

where {ti} is the sequence of N beat instants found by the
tracker, O(t) is an ‘‘onset strength envelope’’ derived
from the audio, which is large at times that would make
good choices for beats based on the local acoustic
properties, a is a weighting to balance the importance
of the two terms, and F(Dt, tp) is a function that
measures the consistency between an inter-beat interval
Dt and the ideal beat spacing tp defined by the target
tempo. For instance, we use a simple squared-error
function applied to the log-ratio of actual and ideal time
spacing, i.e.

FðDt; tÞ ¼ � log
Dt
t

� �2

; ð2Þ

which takes a maximum value of 0 when Dt¼ t, becomes
increasingly negative for larger deviations, and is sym-
metric on a log-time axis so that F(kt, t)¼F(t/k, t). In
what follows, we assume that time has been quantized on
some suitable grid; our system used a 4 ms time step (i.e.
250 Hz sampling rate).

The key property of the objective function is that the
best-scoring time sequence can be assembled recursively,
i.e. to calculate the best possible score C*(t) of all

sequences that end at time t, we define the recursive
relation:

C�ðtÞ ¼ OðtÞ þ max
t¼0...t

aFðt� t; tpÞ þ C�ðtÞ
� �

: ð3Þ

This equation is based on the observation that the best
score for time t is the local onset strength, plus the best
score to the preceding beat time t that maximizes the sum
of that best score and the transition cost from that time.
While calculating C*, we also record the actual preceding
beat time that gave the best score:

P�ðtÞ ¼ arg max
t¼0...t

aFðt� t; tpÞ þ C�ðtÞ
� �

: ð4Þ

In practice it is necessary only to search a limited range
of t since the rapidly-growing penalty term F will make it
unlikely that the best predecessor time lies far from
t7 tp; we search t¼ t7 2tp . . . t7 tp/2.

To find the set of beat times that optimize the
objective function for a given onset envelope, we start
by calculating C* and P* for every time starting from
zero. Once this is complete, we look for the largest value
of C* (which will typically be within tp of the end of the
time range); this forms the final beat instant tN – where
N, the total number of beats, is still unknown at this
point. We then ‘‘backtrace’’ via P*, finding the preceding
beat time tN71¼P*(tN), and progressively working
backwards until we reach the beginning of the signal;
this gives us the entire optimal beat sequence {ti}*.
Thanks to dynamic programming, we have effectively
searched the entire exponentially-sized set of all possible
time sequences in a linear-time operation. This was
possible because, if a best-scoring beat sequence includes
a time ti, the beat instants chosen after ti will not
influence the choice (or score contribution) of beat times
prior to ti, so the entire best-scoring sequence up to time ti
can be calculated and fixed at time ti without having to
consider any future events. By contrast, a cost function
where events subsequent to ti could influence the cost
contribution of earlier events would not be amenable to
this optimization.

To underline its simplicity, Figure 1 shows the com-
plete working Matlab code for core dynamic program-
ming search, taking an onset strength envelope and
target tempo period as input, and finding the set of
optimal beat times. The two loops (forward calculation
and backtrace) consist of only ten lines of code.

3. The beat tracking system

The dynamic programming search for the globally-
optimal beat sequence is the heart and the main novel
contribution of our system; in this section, we present the
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other pieces required for the complete beat-tracking
system. These comprise two parts: the front-end proces-
sing to convert the input audio into the onset strength
envelope, O(t), and the global tempo estimation which
provides the target inter-beat interval, tp.

3.1 Onset strength envelope

Similar to many other onset models (e.g. Goto &
Muraoka, 1994; Klapuri, 1999; Jehan, 2005) we calculate
the onset envelope from a crude perceptual model.
First the input sound is resampled to 8 kHz, then we

calculate the short-term Fourier transform (STFT)
magnitude (spectrogram) using 32 ms windows and
4 ms advance between frames. This is then converted to
an approximate auditory representation by mapping to
40 Mel bands via a weighted summing of the spectro-
gram values (Ellis, 2005). We use an auditory frequency
scale in an effort to balance the perceptual importance of
each frequency band. The Mel spectrogram is converted
to dB, and the first-order difference along time is
calculated in each band. Negative values are set to zero
(half-wave rectification), then the remaining, positive
differences are summed across all frequency bands. This
signal is passed through a high-pass filter with a cutoff
around 0.4 Hz to make it locally zero-mean, and
smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian envelope about
20 ms wide. This gives a one-dimensional onset strength
envelope as a function of time that responds to pro-
portional increase in energy summed across approxi-
mately auditory frequency bands. Figure 2 shows an
example of the STFT spectrogram, Mel spectrogram,
and onset strength envelope for a brief example of
singing plus guitar (‘‘train2’’ from the MIREX-06 beat
tracking data (McKinney & Moelants, 2006a)). Peaks in
the onset envelope evidently correspond to times when
there are significant energy onsets across multiple bands
in the signal.

Since the balance between the two terms in the
objective function of Equation (1) depends on the overall
scale of the onset function, which itself may depend on
the instrumentation or other aspects of the signal
spectrum, we normalize the onset envelope for each
musical excerpt by dividing by its standard deviation.

3.2 Global tempo estimate

The dynamic programming formulation of Section 2 was
dependent on prior knowledge of a target tempo (i.e. the
ideal inter-beat interval tp); here, we describe how this is
estimated. Given the onset strength envelope O(t) of the
previous section, autocorrelation will reveal any regular,
periodic structure, i.e. we take the inner product of the
envelope with delayed versions of itself, and for delays
that succeed in lining up many of the peaks, a large
correlation occurs. For a periodic signal, there will also
be large correlations at any integer multiples of the basic
period (as the peaks line up with the peaks that occur two
or more beats later), and it can be difficult to choose a
single best peak among many correlation peaks of
comparable magnitude. However, human tempo percep-
tion (as might be examined by asking subjects to tap
along in time to a piece of music (McKinney &Moelants,
2006b)) is known to have a bias towards 120 BPM.
We apply a perceptual weighting window to the raw
autocorrelation to downweight periodicity peaks far
from this bias, then interpret the scaled peaks as
indicative of the likelihood of a human choosing that

Fig. 1. Matlab code for the core dynamic programming search,

taking the onset strength envelope and the target tempo period
as inputs, and returning the indices of the optimal set of beat
times. The full system also requires code to calculate the onset

strength envelope and the initial target tempo, which is not
shown.
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period as the underlying tempo. Specifically, our tempo
period strength is given by

TPSðtÞ ¼WðtÞ
X
t

OðtÞOðt� tÞ; ð5Þ

where W(t) is a Gaussian weighting function on a log-
time axis:

WðtÞ ¼ exp � 1

2

log2 t=t0
st

� �2
( )

; ð6Þ

where t0 is the centre of the tempo period bias and st
controls the width of the weighting curve (in octaves,
thanks to the log2). The primary tempo period estimate is
then simply the t for which TPS(t) is largest.

To set t0 and st, we used the MIREX-06 Beat
Tracking training data, which consists of the actual tap-
ping instants from 40 subjects asked to tap along with a
number of 30 s musical excerpts (Moelants & McKinney,
2004; McKinney &Moelants, 2006a). Data were collected
for 160 excerpts, of which 20 were released as training
data for the competition. Excerpts were chosen to give a
broad variety of tempos, instrumentation, styles, and
meters (McKinney & Moelants, 2005). In each of these
examples, the subject tapping data could be clustered into
two groups, corresponding to slower and faster levels of
the metrical hierarchy of the music, which were separated

by a ratio of 2 or 3 (as a result of the particular rhythmic
structure of the particular piece). The proportions of
subjects opting for faster or slower tempos varied with
each example, but it is notable that all examples resulted
in two distinct response patterns. To account for this
phenomenon, we constructed our tempo estimate to
identify a secondary tempo period estimate whose value is
chosen from among (0.33, 0.5, 2, 3)6the primary period
estimate, choosing the period that had the largest TPS,
and simply using the ratio of the TPS values as the
relative weights (likelihoods) of each tempo.

The values returned by this model were then com-
pared against ground truth derived from the subjective
tapping data, and t0 and st adjusted to maximize
agreement between model and data. ‘‘Agreement’’ was
based only on the two tempos reported and not the
relative weights estimated by the system, although the
partial score for matching only one of the two ground-
truth tempos was in proportion to the number of
listeners who chose that tempo. The best agreement of
77% was achieved by a t0 of 0.5 s (corresponding to
120 BPM, as expected from many results in rhythm
perception), and a st of 1.4 octaves. Figure 3 shows the
raw autocorrelation and its windowed version, TPS, for
the example of Figure 2, with the primary and secondary
tempos marked.

Subsequent to the evaluation, examination of errors
made by this approach led to a slight modification in
which, rather than simply choosing the largest peak in

Fig. 2. Comparison of conventional spectrogram (top pane, 32 ms window), Mel-spectrogram (middle pane), and the onset strength
envelope calculated as described in the text. Vertical bars indicate beat times as found by the complete system.
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the base TPS, two further functions are calculated by
resampling TPS to one-half and one-third, respectively,
of its original length, adding this to the original TPS,
then choosing the largest peak across both these new
sequences, i.e. treating t as a discrete, integer time index,

TPS2ðtÞ ¼ TPSðtÞ þ 0:5TPSð2tÞ
þ 0:25TPSð2t� 1Þ þ 0:25TPSð2tþ 1Þ; ð7Þ

TPS3ðtÞ ¼ TPSðtÞ þ 0:33TPSð3tÞ
þ 0:33TPSð3t� 1Þ þ 0:33TPSð3tþ 1Þ: 8Þ

Whichever sequence contains the larger value determines
whether the tempo is considered duple or triple,
respectively, and the location of the largest value is
treated as the faster target tempo, with one-half or one-
third of that tempo, respectively, as the adjacent metrical
level. Relative weights of the two levels are again taken
from the relative peak heights at the two period estimates
in the original TPS. This approach finds the tempo that
maximizes the sum of the TPS values at both metrical
levels, and performs slightly better on the development
data, scoring 84% agreement. In this case, the optimal
t0 was the same, but the best results required a smaller st
of 0.9 octaves.

4. Experimental results

4.1 Tempo estimation

The tempo estimation system was evaluated within the
MIREX-06 Tempo Extraction contest, where it was
placed among the least accurate of the 7 algorithms
compared. More details and analysis are provided in
McKinney et al. (2007).

For an alternative comparison, we also ran the tempo
estimation system on part of the data used in the 2004
Audio Description Contest for Tempo (Gouyon et al.,
2006). Specifically, we used the 465 ‘‘song excerpt’’
examples which have been made publicly available. The
attraction of using this data is that it is completely
separate from the tuning procedure used to set the tempo
system parameters. In 2004, twelve tempo extraction
algorithms were evaluated on this data against a single
ground truth per excerpt derived from beat times marked
by an expert. The algorithm accuracy ranged from 17%
to 58.5% exact agreement with the expert reference
tempo (‘‘accuracy 1’’), which improved to 41% to 91.2%
when a tempo at a factor of 2 or 3 above or below the
reference tempo was also accepted (‘‘accuracy 2’’).

Running the original tempo extraction algorithm of
Section 3.2 (global maximum of TPS) scored 35.7% and
74.4% for accuracies 1 and 2 respectively, which would

Fig. 3. Tempo calculation. Top: onset strength envelope excerpt from around 10 s into the excerpt. Middle: raw autocorrelation.
Bottom: autocorrelation with perceptual weighting window applied to give the TPS function. The two chosen tempos are marked.
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have placed it between 5th and 6th place in the 2004
evaluation for accuracy 1, and between 3rd and 4th for
accuracy 2. The modified tempo algorithm (taking the
maximum of TPS2 or TPS3) improves performance to
45.8% and 80.6%, which puts it between 1st and 2nd,
and 2nd and 3rd, for accuracy 1 and 2 respectively. It is
still significantly inferior to the best algorithm in that
evaluation, which, as in 2006, was from Klapuri.

4.2 Beat tracking

The complete beat tracking system was evaluated
against the same data used to tune the tempo estimation
system, namely the 20, 30 s excerpts of the MIREX-06
Beat Tracking training data, and the 40 ground-truth
subject beat-tapping records collected for each excerpt
(a total of 38,880 ground-truth beats, or an average of
48.6 per 30 s excerpt). Performance was evaluated using
the metric defined for the competition, which was
calculated as follows: for each human ground-truth
tapping sequence, a true tempo period is calculated as
the median inter-beat-interval. Then algorithmically-
generated beat times are compared to the ground truth
sequence and deemed to match if they fall within a time
‘‘collar’’ around a ground-truth beat. The collar width
was taken as 20% of the true tempo period. The score
relative to that ground-truth sequence is the ratio of the
number matching beats to the greater of total number
of algorithm beats or total number of ground-truth
beats (ignoring any beats in the first 5 s, when subjects
may be ‘‘warming up’’). The total score is the
(unweighted) average of this score across all 40620
ground truth sequences. Set as an equation, this total
score is:

Stot ¼
1

NG

XNG

i¼1

PLA;i

j¼1
min k tA;i;j � tG;i;k

�� ��� �
< 0:2tG;i

max ðLG;i;LA;iÞ
; ð9Þ

where NG is the number of ground-truth records used in
scoring, LG,i is the number of beats in ground truth
sequence i, LA,i is the number of beats found by the
algorithm relating to that sequence, tG,i is the overall

tempo of the ground-truth sequence (from the median
inter-beat-interval), tG,i,k is the time of the kth beat in the
ith ground-truth sequence, and tA,i,j is the time of the jth
beat in the algorithm’s corresponding beat-time se-
quence. This amounts to the same metric defined for
the 2006 Audio Beat Tracking evaluation although it is
expressed somewhat differently. Results would differ
only in the case where multiple ground-truth beats fell
into a collar width, in which case the competition’s cross-
correlation definition would double-count algorithm-
generated beats.

Our system has three free parameters: the two values
determining the tempo window (t0 and st, described in
the previous section), and the a of Equation (1) which
determines the balance between the local score (sum of
onset strength values at beat times) and inter-beat-
interval scores. Figure 4 shows the variation of the total
score with a; we note that the score does not vary much
even over almost three orders of magnitude of a. The best
score over the entire test set is an accuracy of 58.8%
for a¼ 680. A larger a leads to a tighter adherence to
the ideal tempo, since it increases the weight of the
‘‘transition’’ cost associated with non-ideal inter-beat
intervals in comparison to the onset waveform. A very
large a essentially obliges the algorithm to find the best
alignment between the onset envelope and a rigid,
isochronous sequence at the estimated global tempo.
The details of the test data set – consisting of relatively
short excerpts chosen to be well described by a single
tempo – may make the ideal value of a appear larger than
would be the case for a more typical selection of music.
Of course, this algorithm will not be suitable for material
containing large variations or changes in tempo, some-
thing we return to in Section 5.1.

The standard deviation of the difference between
system-generated and ground-truth beat times, for the
ground-truth beats that fell within 200 ms of a system
truth beat, was 46.5 ms. This, however, appears to be
mostly due to differences between the individual human
transcribers which is of this order.

Because of the multiplicity of metrical levels reflected
in the ground-truth data (as noted in Section 3.2), it is
not possible for any beat tracker to score close to 100%
agreement with this data. In order to distinguish between

Fig. 4. Variation of beat tracker score against the 20 MIREX-06 Beat Tracking training examples as a function of a, the objective

function balance factor.
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gross disagreements in tempo and more local errors in
beat placement, we repeated the scoring using only the
344 of 800 (43%) of ground-truth data sets in which the
system-estimated tempo matched the ground-truth tem-
po to within 20%. On this data, the beat tracker agreed
with 86.6% of ground-truth events.

One interesting aspect of the dynamic programming
search is that it can use a target tempo from any source,
not only the estimator described above. We used the two
‘‘ground truth’’ tempos provided for each training data
example (i.e. the two largest modes of the tempos derived
from the manual beat annotations) to generate two
corresponding beat sequences, then scored against the
747 (93.4%) of ground-truth sequences that agree with
one or other of these. (The remaining 53 annotations had
median inter-beat-intervals that agreed with neither of
the two most popular tempos for that excerpt.) This
achieved only 69.9% agreement. One reason that this

scores worse than 86.6% achieved on the 344 sequences
that agreed with the system tempo is that the larger set of
747 ground-truth sequences will include more at metrical
levels slower than the tatum, or fastest rate present.
When the tempo tracker is obliged to find a beat
sequence at multiples of a detectible beat period, it runs
the risk of choosing ‘‘offbeats’’ in-between the ground-
truth beats, and getting none of the beats correct. When
left to choose its own tempo, it is more likely to choose
the faster tatum, allowing a score of around 50% correct
for a duple time against those same ground-truth
sequences.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Having examined the performance of the algorithm, we
now comment on a few issues raised by this approach.

Fig. 5. Effect of deviations from target BPM: for examples of choral music (‘‘bonus1’’, left column), and jazz including percussion
(‘‘bonus6’’, right column), the target tempo input to the beat tracker is varied systematically from about 1/36 to 36 the main value

returned by the tempo estimation (78.5 and 182 BPM, respectively). The shaded background region shows +10% around the main
value, showing that the beat tracker is able to hold on to the correct beats despite tempo deviations of this order. Top row shows the
output tempo (mean of inter-beat-intervals); second row shows the beat accuracy when scored against the default beat tracker output;

bottom row shows the standard deviation of the inter-beat-intervals as a proportion of the mean value, showing that beat tracks are
more even when locked to the correct tempo (for these examples). In each case, the solid lines show the results with the default value of
a¼ 400, and the dotted lines show the results when a¼ 100, meaning that less weight is placed on consistency with the target tempo.
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5.1 Non-constant tempos

We have noted the main limitation of this algorithm is its
dependence on a single, predefined ideal tempo. While a
small a can allow the search to find beat sequences that
locally deviate from this ideal, there is no notion of
tracking a slowly-varying tempo (e.g. a performance that
gets progressive faster). Abrupt changes in tempo are
also not accommodated.

To examine the sensitivity of the system to the tar-
get tempo, we experimented with tracking specific single-
tempo excerpts while systematically varying the target
tempo around the ‘‘true’’ target tempo. We expect the
ability to track the true tempo to depend on the strength
of the true beat onsets in the audio, thus we compare two
excerpts, one a choral piece with relatively weak onsets,
and one a jazz excerpt where the beats were well defined
by the percussion section (respectively ‘‘bonus1’’ and
‘‘bonus6’’ from the 2006 MIREX Beat Tracking devel-
opment data (McKinney & Moelants, 2006a)). Figure 5
shows the results of tracking these two excerpts.

In order to accommodate slowly-varying tempos, the
system could be modified to update tp dynamically
during the progressive calculation of Equations (3) and
(4). For instance, tp could be set to a weighted average of
the recent actual best inter-beat-intervals found in the

max search. Note, however, that it is not until the final
traceback that the beat times to be chosen can be
distinguished from the gaps inbetween those beats, so the
local average may not behave quite as expected. It would
likely be necessary to track the current tp for each
individual point in the backtrace history, leading to a
slightly more complex process for choosing the best
predecessors. When tp is not constant, the optimality
guarantees of dynamic programming no longer hold.
However, in situations of slowly-changing tempo (i.e. the
natural drift of human performance), it may well
perform successfully.

The second problem mentioned above, of abrupt
changes in tempo, would involve a more radical
modification. However, in principle the dynamic pro-
gramming best path could include searching across
several different tp values, with an appropriate cost
penalty to discourage frequent shifts between different
tempos. A simple approach would be to consider a large
number of different tempos in parallel, i.e. to add a
second dimension to the overall score function to find the
best sequence ending at time t and with a particular
tempo tpi . This, however, would be considerably more
computationally expensive, and might have problems
with switching tempos too readily. Another approach
would be to regularly re-estimate dominant tempos using

Fig. 6. Comparison of Mel spectrogram, onset strength envelope, and discounted best cost function for the entire 3 min 50 s of ‘‘Let it
Be’’ by the Beatles. The discounted best cost is simply the C* of Equation (3) after subtracting a straight line that connects origin and

final value.
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local envelope autocorrelation, then include a few of the
top local tempo candidates (peaks in the envelope
autocorrelation) as alternatives for the dynamic pro-
gramming search. In all this, the key idea is to define a
cost function that can be recursively optimized, to allow
the same kind of search as in the simple case we have
presented. At some point, the consideration of multiple
different tempos becomes equivalent to the kind of
explicit multiple-hypothesis beat tracking system typified
by Dixon (2001).

5.2 Finding the end

The dynamic programming search is able to find an
optimal spacing of beats even in intervals where there is
no acoustic evidence of any beats. This ‘‘filling in’’
emerges naturally from the backtrace and is desirable in
the case where the music contains silence or long
sustained notes. However, it applies equally well to any
silent (or non-rhythmic) periods at the start or end of a
recording, when in fact it would be more appropriate to
delay the first reported beat until some rhythmic energy
has been observed, and to report no beats after the final
prominent peak in the onset envelope.

Alternatively, some insight can be gained from
inspecting the best score function, C*(t). In general this
is steadily growing throughout the piece, but by plotting
its difference from the straight line connecting the origin
and the final value, we obtain a graph that shows how
different parts of the piece contributed to a more or less
rapid growth in the total score. Setting a simple threshold
on this curve can be used to delete regions outside of the
first and last viable beats. Figure 6 shows an example for
the Beatles track ‘‘Let It Be’’. Note the relatively strong
score growth during the instrumental region around
t¼ 160 . . . 180 s. In this region, the presence of a strong
percussion track and the absence of vocals that would
otherwise dominate much of the spectrum leads to
particularly large values for the onset envelope, and
hence large increases in the best score.

5.3 Conclusion

Despite its limitations, the simplicity and efficiency of the
dynamic programming approach to beat tracking makes
it an attractive default choice for general music applica-
tions. We have used this algorithm successfully as the
basis of the beat-synchronous chroma features which
underly our cover song detection system (Ellis & Poliner,
2007) which had the best performance by a wide margin
in the MIREX-06 Cover Song Detection evaluation. In
this and other related music retrieval applications we
have run the beat tracker over very many pop music
tracks, including the 8764 tracks of the uspop2002
database (Ellis et al., 2003), and we have found it
generally satisfactory – for this material, in the examples

we have inspected, the tracked beats are very often at a
reasonable tempo and in reasonable places. Compared to
the other, state-of-the-art beat tracking systems evalu-
ated in the MIREX-06 Audio Beat Tracking evaluation
(discussed in McKinney et al. (2007)), we see this
algorithm as far simpler, as evidenced by its simple
objective function (Equation (1)) and compact code
(Figure 1) while sacrificing little or nothing in accuracy.
Even with a pure-Matlab implementation, its running
time was faster than all but one of the Cþþ and Java-
based competitors, and its performance had no statisti-
cally-significant difference from the best system. The
Matlab code for the entire system is available for
download at http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/
coversongs/, which also links to a Java implementation
as part of the the MEAPsoft package (Weiss et al., 2006).
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